A Biochemical Oscillator Using Excitatory Molecules for Nanonetworks.
For nanonetworks to be able to achieve large-scale functionality, such as to respond collectively to a trigger, synchrony between nanomachines is essential. However, to facilitate synchronization, some sort of physical clocking mechanism is required, such as the oscillators driven by auto-inhibitory molecules or by auto-inducing molecules. In this study, taking inspiration from the widely studied biological oscillatory phenomena called Calcium (Ca2+) oscillations, we undertake a different approach to design an oscillator. Our model employs three different types of excitatory molecules that work in tandem to generate oscillatory phenomenon in the concentration levels of the molecule of interest. The main objective of the study is to model a high frequency biochemical oscillator, along with the investigations to identify and determine the parameters that affect the period of the oscillations. The investigations entail and highlight the design of the reserve unit, a reservoir of the molecule of interest, as a key factor in realizing a high frequency stable biochemical oscillator.